Abstract-Financial institutions have to screen their transactions to ensure that they are not affiliated with terrorism entities. Developing appropriate solutions to detect such affiliations precisely while avoiding any kind of interruption to large amount of legitimate transactions is essential. In this paper, we present building blocks of a scalable solution that may help financial institutions to build their own software to extract terrorism entities out of both structured and unstructured financial messages in real time and with approximate similarity matching approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
In September 11, 2011 , one of the deadliest terrorism attack in US happened. After this event, the US government strengthened the regulation against terrorism financing. The most important responsibility was given to the financial institutions, worldwide. Financial institutions have to screen their transactions against terrorism entities and block any transaction affiliated with these entities. These entities are published 1 by the governmental institutions including the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) [2] .
Let's give a concrete example for what kind of responsibility that financial institutions have. Figure 1 is a typical swift message that is used for international money transfers.
The problem with this message is that the bold name, TAMERLAAN TZARNAEV, is in a watch list of the suspected international terrorists, namely TIDE [3] , which is maintained by the well-known intelligence institutions such as CIA, FBI and NSA. This kind of affiliation with terrorism entities in the financial messages should be detected and the message should be immediately blocked. Financial institutions will be on the hook for complicity aiding and abetting a terrorism action by failing to detect this kind of affiliation with terrorism entities. However, the identification of the same entity, TAMERLAAN TZARNAEV, in a similar context failed by the US Customs Authorities which led up to Boston Bombing afterwards [4] . Hence, achieving precise detection of such critical entities is a challenging issue.
As exemplified above, the detection of entities out of unstructured text poses some challenges that are listed below.
• Name variations: Terrorism entities deliberately change their names a lot. Hence, the list of names of terrorism entities is getting bigger and bigger. The algorithm is supposed to cover all variations of the 1 They can be collected either freely from the web or on a licence basis from some private institutions including Thomson Reuters [1] names of entities. So, the challenge of detecting names is getting tougher.
• Fault tolerant match: Even if the exact name of the entity is known to the application, it is possible that the name is misspelled in the transaction. So, the algorithm is supposed to tolerate the misspellings which presents additional challenge.
• Mining unstructured text: The names are not given in a clean structured field. Instead, it is given as an unstructured field, i.e. explanation text, and the field may or may not include the name in it, also it may or may not include irrelevant data such as an address, which makes it harder to extract the relevant information precisely.
• Noisy words: There are some terms which are frequently occurring both in illegal entities and legitimate entities, i.e. LIMITED. The algorithm needs to take this situation into account and avoid blocking legitimate entities due to a common term.
• Minimizing false positives: Blocking a legitimate transaction is a false alert which threatens profitability of the financial institution. For example, the algorithm is supposed to match the text Hosein with the name Hussein while it should avoid blocking the text Saydam due to its close textual proximity to the name Saddam. Hence, the algorithm is supposed to avoid false alerts as much as possible.
• Avoiding false negatives: Any entities which are involved in the query either exactly or approximately should be extracted uncompromisingly.
• Ensuring low latency: The algorithm needs to complete checking the transaction in subseconds in order not to interrupt the business workflows. The algorithm that will be presented in this paper is designed and implemented to meet all of these constraints.
II. RELATED WORK
Approximate entity extraction has drawn much attention by researchers [5] - [8] . It was reported to be useful to extract approximate product names from product review articles [6] , [8] , author names and paper titles from publication records [6] , [7] gene and protein lexicon from publication records [5] . One of the few relevant studies in financial industry was suggested by Xu et al. to extract corporate entities out of free format financial contracts [9] . In this paper, we will present an entity extraction framework and analyze its efficiency by extracting terrorism entities out of unstructured financial messages.
Various methods were presented by researchers to accommodate several problems of the task. One of the problems is the fact that the number of all possible typing errors, which is potentially embedded in the query text, grows exponentially with respect to the number of allowed typing errors. As a common approach, all of the possible typing errors in query is fabricated and probed against the index. However, most of the fabricated query terms doesn't occur at all in the target dictionary hence probing inexistent terms makes the algorithms inefficient and unscalable. A number researchers proposed to limit the number of allowed errors to 1-edit, to minimize the number of probing [10] , [11] . However, this approach fails to identify the k-edit error matches where k > 1, for example the match of the query term Hosein with the record term Hussain where k = 3. Although over %80 of the errors are estimated to be 1-edit errors [10] , maximizing extraction recall is essential when detecting terrorism entities in financial industry. Hence, we proposed a scalable algorithm that covers k-edit errors for reasonably large k while probing no inexistent term at all.
Another common problem is to find a suitable indexing scheme for the target dictionary dataset that will help addressing fault tolerant matching, scalability and low latency constraints. A common approach for this problem is to exploit q-gram indexing to address fault tolerant search constraint [7] , [8] , [10] , [12] , [13] . However, there is a problem with this approach which was emphasized also by Wang et al. [5] . The length of the q-gram is bounded by the smallest term in the target dictionary dataset. This leads to short length q-grams which result in long posting lists. This situation makes the solution unscalable and slow since merging long posting lists is time and CPU intensive operation. The problem was justified also by Zobel et al. and Xiao et al. [13] , [14] . Our algorithm minimizes the problem by indexing terms as a whole instead of q-grams while ensuring that scalability, low latency and fault tolerant search constraints are addressed.
Many researchers proposed solutions based on common dissimilarity measures such as Edit Distance, Hamming Distance, Jaccard Distance [5] , [7] , [8] , [14] . On the other hand a few researchers proposed probabilistic hash-based solutions such as locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [15] . However, LSH approach violates the avoiding false negatives constraint due to the fact that LSH may miss some true positive results [6] . Therefore, we decided to proceed with a non-LSH approach, namely edit distance similarity approach, to avoid probabilistic false negative matches. We left other kind of similarity metrics such as Hamming Distance, Jaccard Distance as a future work.
Edit distance can be implemented in various forms. Following Ukonnen, many researchers adopted q-gram based method [16] . In q-gram based method, matching q-grams of two strings are considered to reflect the similarity of these strings. However, this approach suffers from long posting list problem as described previously. An alternative form of edit distance implementation is to employ trie data structure as explained by Arslan and Egecioglu [17] . Triebased approach eliminates the long posting list problem of q-gram based implementation. Hence, we used trie data structure for indexing.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Notation
Let Σ denotes the alphabet. Let D denote the set of documents in target dictionary. Let q denotes a tokenizable free text query. Let d ∈ D denote a tokenizable document. Let t q and t d denotes tokens in q and d respectively. Let t q and t d denote the length of the tokens t q and t d respectively.
Let the function DocF req(t d ) return the document frequency of the record token t d in the target dictionary set D. Let the function T F (t d ) return the term frequency while the function IDF (t d ) return the inverse document frequency of the record token t d . Let the function
Let the function Edit(t q , t d ) gives the edit distance and Edit w (t q , t d ) gives the weighted edit distance between the tokens t q and t d .
Let τ l refers to predefined edit distance threashold which is applied to a token of length l.
Let the function
gives the edit similarity while
gives weighted edit similarity between the tokens t q and t d .
Let a match
refers to a matched token pairs (t q , t d ) in the query q where
Given a query q and a document d, a set of all possible
Given a document d and a corresponding match set Let σ refers to predefined percentage score threashold that is used to filter out the acceptable candidate sets.
B. Problem Formulation
Given a query q, we aim to extract top
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The main building blocks of the application we present in this paper are illustrated in Figure 2 as a system architecture diagram. The details of the modules illustrated in the diagram are explained in subsequent sections.
The lifecycle of the application can be reviewed in two phases, namely offline and online. In the offline phase, the target dictionary of sanctioned entities is indexed and loaded into main memory for later access. In the online phase, the queries are processed and searched from the in-memory index while the candidate matches are returned as a result, in near real-time. 
A. Indexing
In this step, the list of target dictionary entities are indexed and loaded into main memory for later access. Although use of trie data structure was discouraged by Zobel et al. [13] due to space complexity, our application showed that the advantages gained in terms of time complexity outweighs the disadvantages coming from space complexity. Hence, we implemented trie data structure as suggested by Arslan and Egecioglu [17] .
1) Trie Index: The trie data structure was originally proposed by Briandais [18] . Later on, it was named by Fredkin [19] reflecting the word retrieval. Figure 3 (positioned at the very end of the paper) is a sample trie index which was generated based on the sample records given in Table I . Each node refers to a substring of a token in reference dataset. The red node indicates end of token. The numbers in boxed nodes leaning from red nodes are posting lists of the tokens. The list of record tokens was obtained by tokenizing the asciified lower case form of the record name.
B. Query Processing
In this step, we preprocessed the input raw query with two main steps. As the first step, we have tokenized the asciified lower case form of the query and obtained a list of query tokens. Then, we expanded the list of query tokens with sequentially combined windows of existing terms. For example, given a query "nether lands company" in which a white space characters was introduced due to a misspelling or a possible line feed, we expanded the query as "nether lands company netherlands landscompany netherlandscompany". This action prevents false negative matches of the queries having extra whitespaces injected into query terms. On the other hand, the generated nonsense terms are eliminated by having no match in searching phase. We decided to proceed with a window of up to 4 terms as a result of our empirical analysis.
C. Searching
In this step, we traverse the trie index for each query token t q while collecting the candidate match set M . One of the crucial part of our application is to apply weighted edit distance while traversing the trie index which is an expanded form of the function DFT-LOOK-UP ed suggested by Arslan and Egecioglu [17] . Below are some highlights of the improvements that are introduced in the expanded form of the function.
The original algorithm suggested by Arslan and Egecioglu was a function that returns the minimum edit distance when the query token is compared against any of the record token [17] . We have improved the algorithm to collect the posting lists of the candidate record tokens having up to a given amount of edit distance from the query token.
In addition, we incorporated the confusion matrices, namely IU C, DU C, SU C, into edit distance calculation steps. In this way, we were able to distinguish the unlikely edit errors from likely edit errors. For example, we wanted to eliminate the false positive match of the query term "Saydam" with the record term "Saddam" while collecting the candidate match of the query term "Hossein" with the record term "Hussein". Hence, by means of weigthed edit distance we were able to minimize the false positives.
The
Let T p (v) be a function that returns the parent of the vertex v. Let Letter(v) be a function that returns the letter that corresponds to the vertex v.
Let P (v) be a function that enumerates the posting list that corresponds to the vertex v. 
D. Filtering
The aim of the filtering step is to improve the quality and performance of the ranking step. We believed that the best way to rank is not to rank. In other words, we will have a better ranking step if we filter out the irrelevant matches that does not deserve to be ranked. In this section, we will introduce some tips of the filtering step. for all t q ∈ q do 4:
TRAVERSE TRIE 1 (t q , M ) For the first tip, let's take the example given in Table IV . In this example a query token CORPORATION caused many records that contain this token. Considering that there are possibly even more records that contain this token which was shown in Table II , presenting these matches as candidate match will fill up the top k slots with these nonsense matches. As a result, it will prevent true positive matches to take a significant slot in top k result set. Since our aim is to improve the quality of the matches in top k slots we filtered out those results that consist of a single match m d = (t q , t d , e) where DocF req(t d ) > k
As an example for the second tip, we have analyzed another frequent token "GLOBAL" which co-occurs with the term "CORPORATION" as shown in Table V . Since the number of documents that contain both of the terms GLOBAL and CORPORATION is still more than 100, which was also shown in Table III , presenting these matches will fill up top k > 100 slots unless we eliminate them. In order to eliminate them, we keep track of the number of records that corresponds to the candidate sets M d and filter out those match sets M d where Support(M d ) ≥ k.
As the final tip, we want to mention about the unique records whose individual terms are all frequent terms as shown in Table VI . If we have a match set M d where Support(M d ) ≤ k we let them take a slot in top k candidate match set.
E. Ranking
In this step, we need to calculate a score for each records in the match sets M , which is given out of the filtering step. Contrary to the ordinary scoring schemes commonly adopted by the mainstream search engines, the resulting scores of this step must reflect percentage similarity of the record name compared to the matched query terms. In other word, a score of 100 will refer to an exact match while the score of 0 will be given to no match at all. After calculating percentage scores, we sort the matches descendingly by their percentage scores and select top k candidate results. Below is step by step formulation of this process.
Given m d = (t q , t d , e), let the function
gives the mutual information of the match m d while
returns the weigthed mutual information of the match m d . Then, the total mutual information T M I d of the match set M d for the document d is defined as follows:
On the other hand, the total weighted mutual information T M I w d of the match set M d for the document d is defined as follows:
The total information in the document d is defined as follows:
So, the percentage score of the document d that corresponds to a particular match set M d is defined as follows:
And the weighted percentage score of the document d that corresponds to a particular match set M d is defined as follows:
Finally, in the ranking step each of the match set M d ∈ M is scored by means of the functions given in Eq.11 and ranked descendingly by this score. As a result, the top k candidate result set is obtained.
F. Scaling
In this part of our application, we aimed to revise the architectural design so that our application can be safely scaled out while increasing the number of records it can search from.
We splitted our target reference records into n segments of r records and created multiple trie data structure for each segment. As a result, we obtained a forest of trie data structures each containing r records.
In the query time, we searched the query q from each trie data structure and obtained top k candidate results from each trie. At the end, we merged n candidate result sets and sorted all results by the calculated scores and returned the top k records from the resulting merged and aggregated result sets. Figure 4 shows the resulting architectural diagram.
Each of trie index can be served by a seperate process which can be running either all in the same machine or distributed machines.
In this way, we are able to scale out the application while increasing the number of the records in the target dictionary and preserving the capability of addressing all of the constraints of the problem. 
A. Dataset
We have collected two main type of data sets such as queries datasets and reference datasets.
1) Queries Datasets: We collected three different dataset from a leading bank in Turkey such as structural individual queries (Q in ), structural corporate queries (Q co ) and unstructured free text queries (Q mix ). The details of the datasets are described below.
Structured Individual-Typed Queries (Q in ): The structured individual dataset consists of full names of individuals. The total number of queries in this dataset is 2110502. These queries are searched from a list of individual names of size 2038234. The dataset is not labeled and it was used just to test the response time performance of the applications in individual-typed queries.
Structured Corporate-Typed Queries (Q co ): The structured corporate dataset consists of the legal names of corporates. The total number of queries in this dataset is 488803. These queries are searched from a list of reference corporate names of size 207468. The query dataset is not labeled and it was used just to test the response time characteristics of the applications in corporate-typed queries.
Mixed Unstructured Free-Text Queries (Q mix ): The mixed unstructured free-text queries dataset consists of a fraction of randomly selected international money transfer queries that are received in one-month time frame. The total number of the queries in the dataset are 406928. But we discovered that many queries are redundant thus we aggragated the dataset. As a result, the number of distinct queries in the dataset turned out to be 85572. All of the distinct queries are either labeled as true positive match with certain record name or true negative match. The number of queries that are flagged as true positive flag with at least one record text is 8409. On the other hand a total of 12272 record names have been flagged as a true positive match with a certain query. Table VII shows a sample snapshot of the labeled dataset. Note that the query "435021 BANK KBC" is flagged as true positive match with two different record texts. Note also that the query text "INVOICE RECEIPT" is flagged as a true negative match since it has no corresponding matching record text.
2) Reference Datasets: We used three different reference datasets to search from.
Individual Entities (R in ): This dataset consists of 2038234 entities of individual names.
Corporate Entities (R co ): This dataset consists of 207468 entities of corporate legal names.
Small Mixed Entities (R mix ): This dataset consists of 43019 entities of both individual and corporate legal names.
B. Applications
We have benchmarked 2 different applications under the experimentation phase. Below are the brief details of these applications.
1) GT FreeText: The application framework that is presented in this paper is named as GT FreeText throughout the experimental analysis.
2) LSH: We have benchmarked our application against a locality sensitive hashing framework that is provided by Informatica, namely Name3. The configuration of the application was done by a local representative of the application vendor. The line of business application that we benchmarked in this experimentation phase stores the hash indexes in a relational database rather than in-memory. This application was named as LSH throughout the experimental analysis. 
C. Evaluation
We have evaluated two main characteristics of the application, namely temporal characteristics and the quality of result set. The former is the temporal analysis in which we measured the indexing time and response time of the application. The latter measures the quality of the result sets of each applications compared to the human evaluations.
D. Temporal Anaysis
Indexing times and response times of the applications were analyzed under this section.
1) Indexing Time Anaysis: Each of three reference datasets were indexed by using GT FreeText and LSH. The resulting indexing time for each application was shown in Fig 5. It can be observed that the indexing time complexity of GT FreeText is sublinear while LSH presents exponential time complexity. Considering that LSH stores its hash indexes in a relational database, we may expect better indexing time for LSH if it would store the indexes in-memory. Nevertheless, we can safely conclude that GT FreeText can index millions of records in a few minutes.
2) Response Time Anaysis: Response times of the applications GT FreeText and LSH are analyzed across three different query datasets, namely structured individual-typed queries, structured corporate-typed queries and unstructured mixed-typed queries. The resulting response times were presented in Figure 6 ,7 and 8 respectively. The scattered data points for each plot shows that the response times to each type of query is way more lower in GT FreeText compared to LSH.
Closer look at the box plot of individual-typed structural queries shows that response time of the majority of the queries remains comparable for GT FreeText and LSH. However, the scattered plot reveals that many queries takes more than 2 seconds in LSH which is unacceptable for real time financial transaction processing context. The scattered plot gives a clear picture to conclude that the response time of individual-typed queries in GT FreeText application remains under 1 second.
The boxplot of corporate-typed queries shows that the latency of GT FreeText for the majority of the corporatetyped queries is higher than that of LSH. However, the scattered plot reveals that GT FreeText returns its response within 2 seconds where LSH fails to respond in 2 seconds for many queries.
LSH turned in its worst response time performance in mixed-typed unstructured free-text queries which was projected on both the box plot and scattered data points in Figure 8a and 8b respectively. It can be easily observed that GT FreeText preserved its compelling response time performance also for mixed-type unstructured queries. 
E. Quality Anaysis
Controlled experimentation has been conducted on the unstructured free-text queries dataset in which true positive matches were labeled. The dataset were queried across the applications GT FreeText and LSH. Fig 9 and 10 shows the evaluation metrics along with the match counts that were calculated for the result set of each application. Below is the comparative analysis of each type of metrics. The true positive match count of GT FreeText is greater than the one in LSH. On the other hand, LSH returned way more false positive results. Hence the precision of GT FreeText turned out to be greater than LSH as seen in Figure 10 .
2) Recall: The ratio of the relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents. recall = # of relevant documents retrieved # of all relevant documents (13) Higher true positive match count and lower false negative error count of GT FreeText made its recall value greater than LSH as shown in Figure 10 .
3) F-Measure: The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. It can be formulated as
where β adjusts the importance of precision and recall relative to each other. We used F 5 for evaluation since recall is way more important than precision and since extraction recall is essential to address avoiding false negative constraint. Since the cost of false negative matches is prohibitively higher than the cost of false positive match in the context of terrorism financing, we penalized false negative matches 5 times more than false positive matches by using F β measure where β = 5. We decided the value of β = 5 as a result of our empirical analysis in which we observed that the function F β doesn't reflect any significant change when β > 5.
As a result, since GT FreeText outperformed in terms of both higher true positive matches and lower false negative error, therefore the value of F 5 in GT FreeText turned out to be greater than the one of LSH as given in Figure 10 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The need for screening financial transaction against terrorism entities is increasing at a rapid race as it is being enforced by governmental institutions including US-OFAC. Financial institutions have to administer a real-time fast and scalable solution for this problem. Inspite of its critical importance, this problem has gone unseen in the field of Information Retrieval. We have proposed a solution for this problem addressing various constraints defined by the relevant business experts of a leading bank in Turkey. The building blocks of such solution is analysed such as query processing, searching, filtering and ranking by presenting a number of useful tips and tricks. The performance of the final application is evaluated in terms of indexing time, response time and the quality of the results by comparing with a line of business application which was based on locality sensitive hashing. The results clearly shows that the proposed solution addresses all of the predefined constraints while outperforming the benchmarked application not only for structured queries but unstructured free-text queries also. Table I 
